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Boot Camp Of Sri Sri University: A Glimpse Of Fostering Innovation

Cuttack– Requirement is the mother of invention, it has been proved once more in the eve of the Boot Camp
(Innovation spirit) held on 3rd Feb. 2024 in the premises of Sri Sri University, Cuttack. The Boot Camp held
at the university’s campus, brought together a constellation of industry leaders, entrepreneurs, and experts to
delve into the realms of innovation, entrepreneurship, and sustainable development. It was really a ground
breaking gala event and a true path finder for those people who need to survive in the crowd by the
entrepreneurial tricks.
The Boot Camp at Sri Sri University marked a significant step towards fostering innovation, sustainable
practices, and entrepreneurial spirit. The event encapsulated the university’s commitment to providing a
dynamic platform for collaborative learning and catalysing positive change.
The event was not only an intellectual feast, but also a platform for the youth, with active participation from
students of Sri Sri University and other neighbouring institutions. Student volunteers played a pivotal role in
ensuring the smooth execution of the Boot Camp, showcasing the university’s commitment to nurturing the
leaders of tomorrow.
The Camp commenced with a warm welcome speech by Dr. Barada P. Panigrahy, CEO of SSU Innovation
Foundation, the incubation centre of Sri Sri University. Distinguished guests graced the occasion, including
Swami Satyachaitanya Ji, Director Operations at Sri Sri University, Mr. Rashmi Ranjan Sahu, Evangelist
Start Up Odisha and Dr. Ambika Prasad Nanda, Head CSR, Tata Steel, Odisha. The key highlight was the
insightful addresses by Mr. Rajen Padhi, Commercial Director, B One Business House Pvt. Ltd., and Dr.
Lopamudra Priyadarshini, AVP, Head of Community Relations & Sustainability at Hindalco Industries
Limited on support system for budding entrepreneurs.
The Camp also provided a platform for aspiring and budding entrepreneurs to get insights from Mr. J. K.
Rath, Director, Mechem Pvt. Ltd., and Mr. Chandrasekhar Chitrala, Founder & CEO, Alum Networks Pvt.
Ltd., to share their entrepreneurial journeys and insights into innovation. Dr. Subrat Kumar Biswal, Regional
Head, EDI, Eastern Region, brought his expertise in public policy and governance to the forefront, enriching
the audience with valuable insights.

Link:https://indiaeducationdiary.in/boot-camp-of-sri-sri-university-a-glimpse-of-fostering-innovation/
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Sri Sri University Announces Online

Administrative Development Program
Sri Sri University is conducting an online Administrative Development Program titled

'Smart Office Automation with Integration of Excel and MySQL' from 5th to 11th

February 2024. The program aims to enhance the administrative capabilities of

faculty, researchers, and staff of Higher Education Institutions with advanced

techniques and tools. The program, jointly certified by AIU and SSU, was inaugurated

by several dignitaries, including Gurudev Sri Sri Ravi Shankar.

Sri Sri University Announces Online Administrative Development Program

In a bid to advance administrative capabilities in Higher Education

Institutions (HEIs), the Sri Sri University (SSU) in Cuttack, Odisha, is set to

conduct an online Administrative Development Program (ADP).

Titled 'Smart Office Automation with Integration of Excel and MySQL', the

program is slated to run from 5th to 11th February 2024.

https://api.whatsapp.com/send?text=https://bnnbreaking.com/breaking-news/education/sri-sri-university-announces-online-administrative-development-program
https://www.linkedin.com/sharing/share-offsite/?url=https://bnnbreaking.com/breaking-news/education/sri-sri-university-announces-online-administrative-development-program&title=Sri Sri University Announces Online Administrative Development Program


Empowering HEIs with Advanced Tools

Targeted at faculty members, researchers, and administrative functionaries,

the initiative aims to arm these professionals with advanced techniques and

tools pivotal to office automation and database management. Encompassing

areas such as creating and maintaining databases, tables, SQL, and data

operations, the program seeks to instill proficiency in emerging tools among

academic administrators.

Joint Certification by AIU and SSU

The program is a product of joint certification from the Association of

Indian Universities (AIU) and SSU, with 56 participants currently enrolled.

This collaborative effort signifies a shared commitment to enhancing the

professional capabilities of faculty and administrative staff in HEIs.

Inauguration Attended by Dignitaries

The inauguration of the program witnessed an array of notable

personalities in attendance. Among those present were Prof. Mrs. Rajita

Kulkarni, President of SSU, Prof. B. R. Sharma, Vice-Chancellor, and Dr.

Amarendra Pani, Joint Director of AIU. The center, inaugurated

by Gurudev Sri Sri Ravi Shankar on 9th November 2023, was commended

for being chosen as one of 10 centers for AIU-AADC.
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AIU-SSU-AADC offers Tech-based ADP in its

first offering

· SSU is privileged to become one of the 10 centres- Prof. Kulkarni

Cuttack: Sri Sri University, Cuttack, Odisha is pleased to announce a significant opportunity

for Higher Education Institutions worldwide. An online Administrative Development Program

(ADP) focusing on ‘Smart Office Automation with Integration of Excel and MySQL’ is

scheduled from 5th to 11th February 2024. The training sessions will be conducted from 3

pm to 5 pm online. This program is designed to empower faculty members, researchers, and

administrative functionaries of Higher Education Institutions (HEIs) with cutting-edge tools,

techniques, and insights that go beyond traditional research boundaries.

On the inaugural day of the online program, Prof. Mrs. Rajita Kulkarni, President, Sri Sri

University, thanked AIU for considering the University to establish AIU-AADC which is

privileged to be one of the 10 selected centers. Prof. B. R. Sharma, Vice-Chancellor,

commended the initiative of the team members of SSU and AIU and congratulated the

Center. Dr. Amarendra Pani, Joint Director of the Association of Indian Universities,

emphasized the importance of technology in the proposed programs for both teaching and

non-teaching faculty of HEIs. He expressed his pleasure over the commitment shown by Sri



Sri University to best utilize the opportunity for strengthening HEIs of India. Dr. Vijaya

Lakshmi Mohanty, Director of HRDC and Nodal Officer of AIU-SSU-AADC, provided

detailed insights into the center’s plans. Dr. Deepa Vinay, Executive Registrar, and Swami

Satya Chaitanya, Director of Operations, Sri Sri University spoke about the importance of

the center and the tech-based programme that it will offer. Dr. Sudhir Kumar Mohapatra,

Director, IQAC has offered vote of thanks. He is also the resource person and curator of the

7-day online workshop.

The ADP aims to offer participants a comprehensive understanding of advanced techniques

in Smart Office Automation with the Integration of Excel and MySQL. It will be facilitated

by experts in the field, providing personalized guidance and mentorship throughout the

program. The program is a joint certification from the Association of Indian Universities and

Sri Sri University. 56 participants have enrolled in the Programme.

This initiative promises to empower faculty members, researchers, and administrative

functionaries of Higher Education Institutions with the latest tools, techniques, and insights

that transcend traditional research boundaries. The program will cover topics such as

creating and maintaining databases, tables, and SQL, conceptualizing and implementing

MySQL courses, importing, updating, and deleting records from tables (MYSQL), analyzing

relational and logical operators, applying operators to data, and using string matching with

the like operator in SQL (MYSQL). The program targets faculty members, researchers, and

administrative functionaries of Higher Education Institutions.

The organizing committee includes patrons viz., Prof. Pankaj Mittal, Secretary General,

Association of Indian Universities, New Delhi. The inauguration was attended by Dr. Usha Rai

Negi, Assistant Director, Research, AIU, Ms. Sonali Das, Coordinator- PR, and Mr. Kapil

Rajwani, Technical Officer,SSU among others.

Gurudev Sri Sri Ravi Shankar, founder and Lifetime President of Sri Sri University,

inaugurated AIU-SSU-AADC on 9th November 2023. This center promises to make faculty

and academic administrators in emerging tools to make their work smarter, better and

establish themselves as valued professionals in HEIs.
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ମିନି ମାରାଥନରର ମନ ଜିଣଥିଲିା ଟିମ୍ ଓରିଅନ୍ ଏବଂ ଡ୍ାା ନ
କ୍ବର ଚମତାର ପ୍ରଦନ

ଭୁବରନଶର: ବିଶ କକକ୍ ଦିବସ ଅବସରରର ଜୀବନ ଆଡକକ ରଦଡଡର ବାରା୍ ରନଇ ରେତନତା ଉର୍ଦେରର
ଓକିଭି ଦାରା ଆରୋାଜିତ ମିନି ମାରାଥନରର ବିଭିନ ଦକିାନକନାୁନ ରେମିତିକି ଶୀଶୀ ୋକ ନିଭସ୍କି, ରସଂେକ ରିୋନ
ୋକ ନିଭସ୍କି, ଗୀତା କରେଜ, ଓଡିଏମ ଏଜକରକସାେ ଗର୍କ ପ, ଆରପାରୋ ହସିକାେ, ରମର୍ା ଗର୍କ ପ, ସିରନତାରକା,
ବିଭିନ କ୍ବ, ଜନସାଧରଣ, ଓକିଭିର କମେ୍ାରୀ ଭାଗ ରନଇଥରିେ। ମଞରର ଉପସିତ ଥରିେ ଅେିମିଆନ୍ ତଥା ହକି
ଇଣିଆ ସଭାପତି ପଦଶ୍ୀ ଦିଲୀପ ତିକୀ୍, ର୍କ୍ ବୋା ଅଫ୍ ଇଣିଆର ସିଜିଏମ୍ ଦିରନଦ ପଥୃୀ୍ ଓ ଆରପାରୋ
ହସିକାେ ସିଓଓ ଆରୋକ ଶୀବାବବା ସହ ଓକିଭି ରନକୱକର୍ ଏମଡି ଜଗି ମଙତ ପଣା ପମକମ।

https://www.facebook.com/sharer/sharer.php?u=https://www.thequiver.in/team-orion-and-dance-clubs-spectacular-performance-in-the-mini-marathon-was-a-highlight/
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https://www.thequiver.in/team-orion-and-dance-clubs-spectacular-performance-in-the-mini-marathon-was-a-highlight/


ଓଡିଦା ରକେିଭିଜନ ଦାରା ଆରୋାଜିତ ମିନି ମାରାଥନରର ରୋକା ମନ ଜିଣଥିେିା କିମ୍ ଓରିଅନ୍ ଏବଂ ଡୋା ନ
କ୍ବର େମତାର ପଦଦନ୍ । ଏହି େମତାର ପଦଦନ୍ରର ପାୋ 60 ଜଣ ଛାତ-ଛାତୀ ଭାଗ ରନଇଥରିେ । ଇରଭଣକକ
ସଫଳ ବନାଇବା ସହତି ଦଦକ୍ା ମନରର ନିଜ ଛାପ ଛାଡିରଦଇଥରିେ।

ଏହି ପଦଦନ୍ ଏକ ସାମହୂକି ପୋାସ ଭାବରର ଉରାା୍େିତ ରହାଇଥେିା, ୋହା ଛାତ ସମଦାୋ ମଧରର ବିଭିନ ପତିଭା
ପଦଦନ୍ କରିଥେିା | କିମ୍ ଓରିଅନ୍ ଏବଂ ଡୋା ନ କ୍ବ୍ ନିରବଚିନ ଭାବରର ରସମାନାର ଦକତାକକ ମିଶଣ କରି ଏକ
ଦୃଦେ ସୃ୍ ି କରିଥରିେ ୋହା ରକବଳ ମିନି ମାରାଥନକକ ଉନତ କରିନଥେିା ବରଂ ଇରଭଣରର ଏକ ନୂତନ ଦିଗ ମଧ
ରୋଡି ରଦଇଥେିା|



ସିଂର୍ାନାଇଜ୍ ରକାରିଓ୍ାଫି, ଭାଇବଣ ଏନଜ୍ ଏବଂ ଅଭିନବ ଉପସାପନା ଦଦକ୍ାକ ଆକର୍ତ କରିଥେିା, ୋହା ଏହି
ଉତବକକ ସରଣୀୋ କରିରଦୋ | ଛାତମାନା ଦାରା ପଦଦତ୍ ରସମାନାର ପତିବିତାକକ ପତିଫଳିତ କରିନଥେିା
ବରଂ ଦଳଗତ କାେେ୍ ଏବଂ ସହରୋଗର ସକରାତକ ପଭାବ ମଧ ପଦଦନ୍ କରିଥେିା|
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Marketing In The Automated Era:

7th Marketing Conclave Of FMS,

Sri Sri University

By OdAdmin On Feb 14, 2024

Share

Cuttack: Sri Sri University hosted the 7th Marketing Conclave of the

Faculty of Management Studies on the weekend of February 10, 2024. The

event delved into the theme ‘Marketing in the Automated Era,’ featuring

valuable insights from business leaders and experts in the field.

In the inaugural session, esteemed speakers included Prof. Dr. D. D. Swain,

Dean of FMS, Sri Sri University; Swami Satyachaitanya, Director of

Operations; Prof. Anil Kumar Sharma, Dean- Academic & Research; Dr.

Deepa Vinay, Executive Registrar at SSU; and Mr. Manish Kumar Pandey,

Chief of Cyber Security of Europe and Asia Specific Region Infosys.

Mr. Pandey emphasized the evolving consumer behaviour in the digitally

savvy age and the rising popularity of companies like ChatGPT. He discussed

the role of Generative AI in identifying market segments, enhancing

marketing, and improving customer acquisition. Highlighting the

importance of values, data security, privacy, and market demands, he

stressed the need for careful consideration of cyber security in AI usage. Mr.

https://orissadiary.com/author/odadmin/
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mailto:?subject=Marketing In The Automated Era: 7th Marketing Conclave Of FMS, Sri Sri University&body=https://orissadiary.com/marketing-in-the-automated-era-7th-marketing-conclave-of-fms-sri-sri-university/


Pandey also drew insights from the ‘Srimad Bhagavad Geeta’ to analyze

the competitiveness of products in the market.

Prof. Sharma infused humour into his speech with a Hindi song,

emphasizing the ethical values essential in the marketing profession. Dr.

Deepa Vinay shared marketing strategies of select brands, while Swami

Satya Chaitanya conveyed, “Marketing is not about selling or displaying

your product; successful marketing is when your consumers sell it through

their experience.” Shruti Salunkhe hosted the inaugural session, and after

its conclusion, Dr. Prabhuram Tripathy, Assistant Professor, FMS, and the

convenor of the conclave offered the vote of thanks.

Subsequent panel discussions explored topics such as ‘Marketing, Innovation,

Technology & Entrepreneurship.’ Dr. Simanta Mohanty highlighted the

importance of knowledge sharing, technology, and automation in business

and marketing. Prof. Punyaslok Dhall discussed the core principles of

marketing, including revenue-driven strategies and distribution processes.

Mr. Ayaskanta Mohany emphasized the role of marketing in

entrepreneurial endeavors, focusing on clarity, communication skills, and

confidence.

In the second panel discussion, Founder & CEO of Computer LAB Mr.

Santosh Kumar Sahoo, President of Luminous Infoways Pvt Ltd Rotarian

Jayashree Mohanty, Director, Metro Group Ms. Sofia Firdous, President,

Sea foods exporters Association of India (Odisha Chapter) Dr. Kamalesh

Mishra, Manging Director of Tushi Motors Pvt Ltd Ms. Preeti Pallavi

Pattnaik were the eminent speakers to address the students. Both panel

discussions have been coordinated by the Dean, Faculty of Management

Studies, Sri Sri University.

The post-lunch session featured paper presentations by students, with

Binayak Pati, Ruchika Mishra, and Ankita Samantasinghara securing the

top three positions. The quiz competition, moderated by Mr. Bharat



Bhushan Dash, showcased the group led by Sheetu and Aniket as the

winners, and Sarthak and Gulrez as the first runners-up. Prof. Subhash

Nath, Area Chair of Marketing, delivered a valuable speech, concluding the

event as a grand success.
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ଉର୍୍ାଗ ଓ ବାଣଜି୍ ଉପରର କମଦରାାା,
ବରିଷି ବ୍ବବାାୟୀ ମାଗଦ୍ ରଦନ
କଟକ: ଚାିତ ବପାତାହ ରନବିାର ୍ନି ସାନୟା ବି୍ ୍ାାରପରୁସିତ ଶୟ ଶୟ ବଶିବି୍ ୍ାାା କ୍ାାବ ବରଦମାନ ବମାର

ରଶରେ 'ବାଣିଜ୍ ବ୍ୟି୍'ମାନୀର ବତୁମଲୂ୍ ଅଭିଭାଷଣ ରଣିୁବାର ରବଭଭାଗ୍ ଅଜଦନ କରିଥଲିା। ୧୦ ରେବ୍ରୁଆରୟ

୨୦୨୪ରର ଆରାାଜିତ ଏତା ଥଲିା 'ୋକଲଟି ଅେ୍ ମାରକଦଟିଂ ଷଡିଜ'ର ବପମ ମାରକଦଟିଂ କନରକ୍ଭ୍, ଯ

W



Startup Seminar: କକକ: େଳିତ ସପାହାହ ଦନିବାର ଦିନ ସାନୀୋ ବିଦୋଧରପକରସିତ ଶୀ ଶୀ ବିଶବିଦୋଳୋ କୋମସ ବରମ୍ାନ ସମୋର

ରଶନୁ 'ବାଣଜିେ ବେୟି୍'ମାନାର ବହକମେୂେ ଅଭିଭାରଣ ଦକଣବିାର ରସଡଭାଗେ ଅଜନ୍ କରିଥେିା। ୧୦ ରଫବ୍ରକ ଆରୀ ୨୦୨୪ରର ଆରୋାଜିତ ଏହା

ଥେିା 'ଫାକେକି ଅଫ୍ ମାରକକି୍ଂ ୍ଡିଜ'ର ସପମ ମାରକକି୍ଂ କନରକ୍ଭ୍, ରେଉଥଁରିର ବେବସାୋ ଜଗତର ଦଦରକ ଅଧକି ସଫଳ ବେୟି୍ ନିଜର

ବହକମେୂେ ଅଭିଭାରଣ ପଦାନ କରି କନରକ୍ଭକକ ସମୃି କରିଥରିେ। 'ମାରକକି୍ଂ ଇନ୍ ଦି ଅରକାରମରକଡ୍ ଏରା ' ବା ସୋଂ୍ିୋ େକଗରର ବିପଣନ'

ଦୀରକ୍ କମଦ୍ାଳା ଗତ ଦନିବାର ଉଦଘାକିତ ରହାଇଥେିା। ପରଫସନାେମାନାର ଆମଦୃିଦଆି ଭିଡ, ଦଳି ସହ ଜଡିତ ବେୟିବିରଦରମାନାର

ସମରୋାପରୋଗୀ ଓ ସାରଗଭକ୍ ଅଭିଭାରଣ ଉପସିତ ଛାତଛାତୀମାନାକ ବିରୋ ସମକର୍ର ଉପେକୟ ଧାରଣା ରଦବାରର ସକମ ରହାଇଥେିା।

ଉଦଘାକନୀ ସମାରରାହରର ଶୀ ଶୀ ବିଶବିଦୋଳୋର ଏଫ୍ଏମଏ୍ସ୍ ବିଭାଗ ଡିନ୍ ଡଃ. ଡି. ଡ.ି ସାଇ,ଁ ଡାଇରରକ୍ର ଅପରରସାନ ସାମୀ ସତେରେୈତନେ,

ଏସଏସୋକ ଏକାରଡମିକ୍ ଓ ରିସର୍ ବିଭାଗ ଡିନ୍ ଅନିେ କକମାର ଦମା୍, ଏସଏସୋକ କାେେ୍ନିବା୍ହୀ ପବରକ ଡଃ. ଦୀପା ବିନୋ ଏବଂ ୋକ ରରାପ ଓ ଏସିଆ

ରସସିଫିକ୍ ରିଜିଅନ୍ ଇନରଫାସିସର ସାଇବର ନିରାପରା ବିଭାଗ ମକମେ ମନିର କକମାର ପାରଣ ପମକମ ବୟା ଭାବରର ରୋଗଦାନ କରିଥରିେ।
ପରଫସର ଡଃ. ଦମା୍ ‘ବେରକ ରରହନାରର ବାବା, ବେରକ ରରହନାରର...’ ଭଳି ଏକ ବେଙାତକ ବେିଉଡ୍ ଗୀତ ସହ ନିଜ ବୟବେ ଆରମ

କରିଥରିେ। ଏଥସିହ କିଭଳି ବଜାର ବିକଦତି ଓ ଉନତ ରହଉଛି ତାହା ବର୍ନା କରିଥରିେ । ମକମେ ଅତିଥ ି ଶୀ ପାରଣ ମାରକକି୍ଂ ଏଆଇ, ୋକ୍ ଜିପିକି

ମାରକକି୍ଂରର ଶୀମଦ୍ ଭାଗବତ ଗୀତାର ମେୂେ କଥା ଉରଲମ କରିଥରିେ । ଉଦଘାକନୀ ଅଧରିବଦନକକ ଦର୍କ ତି ସାେକରା ପରିୋଳନା କରିଥବିା
ରବରଳ ଅଧରିବଦନର ପରିସମାପିରର କନରକ୍ଭର ଆବାହକ ଡଃ. ପଭକ ରାମ ତିପାପୀ ଧନେବାଦ ଅପଣ୍ କରିଥରିେ । ଡଃ. ସୀମାହ ମହାହି

ବେବସାୋ ଓ ବିପଣନ ସମକର୍ର କିଛି ଗକରକ ୍ପର୍ୂ କଥା କହବିା ସହ ରକରକ୍ାନିକ୍ ସିଫ୍ରର ରବୈରୋିକ ଜାନରକଡଦଳର ଭୂମିକା କଥା ବର୍ନା
କରିଥରିେ । ପରଫସର ଡଃ. ଧଳ ନିରହର ଦକିାୋଭର ଉନତ ଦିଗ ସମକର୍ର ଉରଲମ କରିଥରିେ । ଡଃ. ଅୋସକାହ ମହାହି ଦରିଳାରଦୋଗ

ଉଦେମରର ବିପଣନର ଗକରକ ୍ ବିରୋରର ଆରୋେନା କରିଥରିେ ।
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SRI SRI UNIVERSITY HOSTS 7TH MARKETING
CONCLAVE OF FACULTY OF MANAGEMENT
STUDIES

Cuttack(14/02/2024): Sri Sri University hosted the 7th Marketing Conclave of the
Faculty of Management Studies on the weekend of February 10, 2024.

The event delved into the theme 'Marketing in the Automated Era,' featuring
valuable insights from business leaders and experts in the field. In the inaugural
session, esteemed speakers included Prof.Dr.D.D.Swain, Dean of FMS, Sri Sri
University; Swami Satyachaitanya, Director of Operations; Prof.Anil Kumar Sharma,
Dean- Academic & Research; Dr.Deepa Vinay, Executive Registrar at SSU; and
Manish Kumar Pandey, Chief of Cyber Security of Europe and Asia Specific Region
Infosys. Pandey emphasized the evolving consumer behaviour in the digitally
savvy age and the rising popularity of companies like ChatGPT.

He discussed the role of Generative AI in identifying market segments, enhancing
marketing, and improving customer acquisition.



Highlighting the importance of values, data security, privacy, and market
demands, he stressed the need for careful consideration of cyber security in AI
usage.

Pandey also drew insights from the 'Srimad Bhagavad Geeta' to analyze the
competitiveness of products in the market. Prof.Sharma infused humour into his
speech with a Hindi song, emphasizing the ethical values essential in the
marketing profession.

Dr.Deepa Vinay shared marketing strategies of select brands, while Swami Satya
Chaitanya conveyed, "Marketing is not about selling or displaying your product;
successful marketing is when your consumers sell it through their experience."
Shruti Salunkhe hosted the inaugural session, and after its conclusion,
Dr.Prabhuram Tripathy, Assistant Professor, FMS, and the convenor of the
conclave offered the vote of thanks. Subsequent panel discussions explored
topics such as 'Marketing, Innovation, Technology & Entrepreneurship.'
Dr.Simanta Mohanty highlighted the importance of knowledge sharing,
technology, and automation in business and marketing.

Prof.Punyaslok Dhall discussed the core principles of marketing, including
revenue-driven strategies and distribution processes.

Ayaskanta Mohanty emphasized the role of marketing in entrepreneurial
endeavors, focusing on clarity, communication skills, and confidence. In the
second panel discussion, Founder & CEO of Computer LAB Santosh Kumar Sahoo,
President of Luminous Infoways Pvt Ltd Rotarian Jayashree Mohanty, Director,
Metro Group Sofia Firdous, President, Sea foods exporters Association of India
(Odisha Chapter) Dr.Kamalesh Mishra, Manging Director of Tushi Motors Pvt Ltd
Preeti Pallavi Pattnaik were the eminent speakers to address the students.

Both panel discussions have been coordinated by the Dean, Faculty of
Management Studies, Sri Sri University.

The post-lunch session featured paper presentations by students, with Binayak
Pati, Ruchika Mishra, and Ankita Samantasinghara securing the top three
positions.

The quiz competition, moderated by Bharat Bhushan Dash, showcased the group
led by Sheetu and Aniket as the winners, and Sarthak and Gulrez as the first
runners-up.

Prof.Subhash Nath, Area Chair of Marketing, delivered a valuable speech,
concluding the event as a grand success.
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Link:

https://www.youtube.com/live/rAfSsU3PPjg?si=ZxKdNeDWb-yPOYvc



Link:

https://youtu.be/tMXhGtIhyAI?si=2mw_7TqXtQdzDr6G



Link :



Link:
https://youtu.be/vLLWG-tZ4DU?si=Cv4OF1OFPGtOcfpC



Link:
https://youtu.be/vLLWG-tZ4DU?si=Cv4OF1OFPGtOcfpC

https://youtu.be/vLLWG-tZ4DU?si=Cv4OF1OFPGtOcfpC


ଏବିଆରର ପଥମଥର ପାଇ ଁଶୟଶୟ
ବଶିବି୍ ୍ାାାରର ଏଲ୍ ଆଣ ବି ପୟଡା ନବିାରକ
କମଦରାାା
ରଯାଗର୍ରଲ ଜମଦାନୟର ପବିସ ବରିରଷଜ

Link :
https://www.satyasandhana.in/1st-time-in-srisri-univercity
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Odisha News: ଜାତୟା ବଜିାନ ୍ବିବ ପାାିତ

କଟକ: ଶୟ ଶୟ ବଶିବି୍ ୍ାାା ପକରୁ ‘ୋକଲି ଟ ଅେ୍ ବାଇାନ’ ଦାରା ୨୮ ରେବ୍ରୁଆରୟ ୨୦୨୪ ରର ଜାତୟା ବଜିାନ ୍ବିବ ପାାିତ ରତାଇଯାଇିି । ଚାିତ ବଷଦ ଏତାର ଥମି୍

ରତଥିଲିା ‘ବକିରତି ଭାରତର ଗଠନ ନମିରହ ରବଷଷାିକ ଜାନରକଭରା। ଏତି ଅବବରରର ବଜିାନ କ୍ବ୍ ବତରଯାଗରର ଉଚ ମାଧମିକ ିାତିାତୟୀ ମଧରର କୁଇଜ୍

ପତରିଯାଗିତା

Written By Zee Odisha Desk|Last Updated: Feb 29, 2024, 03:41 PM IST

Odisha News: କକକ: ଶୀ ଶୀ ବିଶବିଦୋଳୋ ପକରକ ‘ଫାକଲି ୍ ଅଫ୍ ସାଇା ନ’ ଦାରା ୨୮ ରଫବ୍ରକ ଆରୀ ୨୦୨୪ ରର ଜାତୀୋ ବିଜାନ ଦିବସ ପାଳିତ ରହାଇୋଇଛି ।
େଳିତ ବର୍ ଏହାର ଥମି୍ ରହଥିେିା ‘ବିକଦତି ଭାରତର ଗପନ ନିମରହ ରବୈରୋିକ ଜାନରକଡଦଳ। ଏହି ଅବସରରର ବିଜାନ କ୍ବ୍ ସହରୋଗରର ଉର ମାଧମିକ ଛାତଛାତୀା
ମଧରର କକଇଜ୍ ପତିରୋଗିତା ଓ ରପା୍ର ପବକତି ପତିରୋଗିତା ଅନକନିତୁ ରହାଇଥେିା। ସନାମଧନେ ରବୈଜାନିକ ତଥା ଓଡିଦା ପେେ୍ାବରଣ ରସାସାଇକିର ସେିବ ଡଃ.
ଜୋକୃଷ ପାଣି୍ ାହୀ ମକମେବୟା ଭାବରର ରୋଗ ରଦଇଥରିେ । ରସ ‘ରଜରନକିକ୍ ରମାଡିଫାଏଡ୍ ଅଗା୍ନିଜମ,୍ ଡିଜାଇନର ରବବି ୋଇଫ ୍ାଇେ୍ ଆଣ ଏନଭିରନରମଣ,
ହି୍ ୍ୀ ଅଫ୍ ସାଇା ନ’ ଇତୋଦି ବିରୋରର ସାରଗଭକ୍ ଆରୋେନା କରିଥରିେ।

ଭକ ବରନଶରସିତ ସିଏସଆଇଆର-ଆଇଏମଏମକିର ରବୈଜାନିକ ଡଃ. ବିପବ କକମାର ପାତ ‘ରସାୋର ରକରକନାେଜି ଏବଂ ନାରନା ରକରକନାେଜି’ର ଗକରକ ୍ ସମକର୍ର ବର୍ନା
କରିଥରିେ । ଏଥସିହ େଳିତ ବରର୍ ଥମି ୍ ଉପରର ମଧ ଆରୋେନା କରିଥରିେ । ଶୀ ଶୀ ବିଶବିଦୋଳୋର କକଳପତି ପରଫସର ଡ. ବି.ଆର. ଦମା୍ ରବୈଜାନିକମାନାକ ‘ଋରି’
ସର୍ାଧନ କରିଥରିେ । ରସ ପକରାତନ କାଳର ଋରି ଏବଂ ରସମାନା ଉଦାବନଗକଡିକକ ଆଧକନିକ ବିଜାନ ସହ ତକ ଳନା କରିଥରିେ । ରସ ଉପସିତ ଛାତଛାତୀମାନାକ ଥୀଏେ୍-
ରହଡ୍, ହାକ୍ ଏବଂ ହୋିରିଂ ସମକର୍ର ବକଝାଇଥରିେ ।
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Marketing In The Automated Era:

7th Marketing Conclave Of FMS,

Sri Sri University

By OdAdmin On Feb 14, 2024

Share

Cuttack: Sri Sri University hosted the 7th Marketing Conclave of the

Faculty of Management Studies on the weekend of February 10, 2024. The

event delved into the theme ‘Marketing in the Automated Era,’ featuring

valuable insights from business leaders and experts in the field.

In the inaugural session, esteemed speakers included Prof. Dr. D. D. Swain,

Dean of FMS, Sri Sri University; Swami Satyachaitanya, Director of

Operations; Prof. Anil Kumar Sharma, Dean- Academic & Research; Dr.

Deepa Vinay, Executive Registrar at SSU; and Mr. Manish Kumar Pandey,

Chief of Cyber Security of Europe and Asia Specific Region Infosys.

Mr. Pandey emphasized the evolving consumer behaviour in the digitally

savvy age and the rising popularity of companies like ChatGPT. He discussed

the role of Generative AI in identifying market segments, enhancing

marketing, and improving customer acquisition. Highlighting the

importance of values, data security, privacy, and market demands, he

stressed the need for careful consideration of cyber security in AI usage. Mr.

Pandey also drew insights from the ‘Srimad Bhagavad Geeta’ to analyze

the competitiveness of products in the market.
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Prof. Sharma infused humour into his speech with a Hindi song,

emphasizing the ethical values essential in the marketing profession. Dr.

Deepa Vinay shared marketing strategies of select brands, while Swami

Satya Chaitanya conveyed, “Marketing is not about selling or displaying

your product; successful marketing is when your consumers sell it through

their experience.” Shruti Salunkhe hosted the inaugural session, and after

its conclusion, Dr. Prabhuram Tripathy, Assistant Professor, FMS, and the

convenor of the conclave offered the vote of thanks.

Subsequent panel discussions explored topics such as ‘Marketing, Innovation,

Technology & Entrepreneurship.’ Dr. Simanta Mohanty highlighted the

importance of knowledge sharing, technology, and automation in business

and marketing. Prof. Punyaslok Dhall discussed the core principles of

marketing, including revenue-driven strategies and distribution processes.

Mr. Ayaskanta Mohany emphasized the role of marketing in

entrepreneurial endeavors, focusing on clarity, communication skills, and

confidence.

In the second panel discussion, Founder & CEO of Computer LAB Mr.

Santosh Kumar Sahoo, President of Luminous Infoways Pvt Ltd Rotarian

Jayashree Mohanty, Director, Metro Group Ms. Sofia Firdous, President,

Sea foods exporters Association of India (Odisha Chapter) Dr. Kamalesh

Mishra, Manging Director of Tushi Motors Pvt Ltd Ms. Preeti Pallavi

Pattnaik were the eminent speakers to address the students. Both panel

discussions have been coordinated by the Dean, Faculty of Management

Studies, Sri Sri University.

The post-lunch session featured paper presentations by students, with

Binayak Pati, Ruchika Mishra, and Ankita Samantasinghara securing the

top three positions. The quiz competition, moderated by Mr. Bharat

Bhushan Dash, showcased the group led by Sheetu and Aniket as the

winners, and Sarthak and Gulrez as the first runners-up. Prof. Subhash



Nath, Area Chair of Marketing, delivered a valuable speech, concluding the

event as a grand success.
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ଉର୍୍ାଗ ଓ ବାଣଜି୍ ଉପରର କମଦରାାା,
ବରିଷି ବ୍ବବାାୟୀ ମାଗଦ୍ ରଦନ
କଟକ: ଚାିତ ବପାତାହ ରନବିାର ୍ନି ସାନୟା ବି୍ ୍ାାରପରୁସିତ ଶୟ ଶୟ ବଶିବି୍ ୍ାାା କ୍ାାବ ବରଦମାନ ବମାର

ରଶରେ 'ବାଣିଜ୍ ବ୍ୟି୍'ମାନୀର ବତୁମଲୂ୍ ଅଭିଭାଷଣ ରଣିୁବାର ରବଭଭାଗ୍ ଅଜଦନ କରିଥଲିା। ୧୦ ରେବ୍ରୁଆରୟ

୨୦୨୪ରର ଆରାାଜିତ ଏତା ଥଲିା 'ୋକଲଟି ଅେ୍ ମାରକଦଟିଂ ଷଡିଜ'ର ବପମ ମାରକଦଟିଂ କନରକ୍ଭ୍, ଯ

W

Startup Seminar: କକକ: େଳିତ ସପାହାହ ଦନିବାର ଦିନ ସାନୀୋ ବିଦୋଧରପକରସିତ ଶୀ ଶୀ ବିଶବିଦୋଳୋ କୋମସ ବରମ୍ାନ ସମୋର

ରଶନୁ 'ବାଣଜିେ ବେୟି୍'ମାନାର ବହକମେୂେ ଅଭିଭାରଣ ଦକଣବିାର ରସଡଭାଗେ ଅଜନ୍ କରିଥେିା। ୧୦ ରଫବ୍ରକ ଆରୀ ୨୦୨୪ରର ଆରୋାଜିତ ଏହା

ଥେିା 'ଫାକେକି ଅଫ୍ ମାରକକି୍ଂ ୍ଡିଜ'ର ସପମ ମାରକକି୍ଂ କନରକ୍ଭ୍, ରେଉଥଁରିର ବେବସାୋ ଜଗତର ଦଦରକ ଅଧକି ସଫଳ ବେୟି୍ ନିଜର

ବହକମେୂେ ଅଭିଭାରଣ ପଦାନ କରି କନରକ୍ଭକକ ସମୃି କରିଥରିେ। 'ମାରକକି୍ଂ ଇନ୍ ଦି ଅରକାରମରକଡ୍ ଏରା ' ବା ସୋଂ୍ିୋ େକଗରର ବିପଣନ'



ଦୀରକ୍ କମଦ୍ାଳା ଗତ ଦନିବାର ଉଦଘାକିତ ରହାଇଥେିା। ପରଫସନାେମାନାର ଆମଦୃିଦଆି ଭିଡ, ଦଳି ସହ ଜଡିତ ବେୟିବିରଦରମାନାର

ସମରୋାପରୋଗୀ ଓ ସାରଗଭକ୍ ଅଭିଭାରଣ ଉପସିତ ଛାତଛାତୀମାନାକ ବିରୋ ସମକର୍ର ଉପେକୟ ଧାରଣା ରଦବାରର ସକମ ରହାଇଥେିା।

ଉଦଘାକନୀ ସମାରରାହରର ଶୀ ଶୀ ବିଶବିଦୋଳୋର ଏଫ୍ଏମଏ୍ସ୍ ବିଭାଗ ଡିନ୍ ଡଃ. ଡି. ଡ.ି ସାଇ,ଁ ଡାଇରରକ୍ର ଅପରରସାନ ସାମୀ ସତେରେୈତନେ,

ଏସଏସୋକ ଏକାରଡମିକ୍ ଓ ରିସର୍ ବିଭାଗ ଡିନ୍ ଅନିେ କକମାର ଦମା୍, ଏସଏସୋକ କାେେ୍ନିବା୍ହୀ ପବରକ ଡଃ. ଦୀପା ବିନୋ ଏବଂ ୋକ ରରାପ ଓ ଏସିଆ

ରସସିଫିକ୍ ରିଜିଅନ୍ ଇନରଫାସିସର ସାଇବର ନିରାପରା ବିଭାଗ ମକମେ ମନିର କକମାର ପାରଣ ପମକମ ବୟା ଭାବରର ରୋଗଦାନ କରିଥରିେ।
ପରଫସର ଡଃ. ଦମା୍ ‘ବେରକ ରରହନାରର ବାବା, ବେରକ ରରହନାରର...’ ଭଳି ଏକ ବେଙାତକ ବେିଉଡ୍ ଗୀତ ସହ ନିଜ ବୟବେ ଆରମ

କରିଥରିେ। ଏଥସିହ କିଭଳି ବଜାର ବିକଦତି ଓ ଉନତ ରହଉଛି ତାହା ବର୍ନା କରିଥରିେ । ମକମେ ଅତିଥ ି ଶୀ ପାରଣ ମାରକକି୍ଂ ଏଆଇ, ୋକ୍ ଜିପିକି

ମାରକକି୍ଂରର ଶୀମଦ୍ ଭାଗବତ ଗୀତାର ମେୂେ କଥା ଉରଲମ କରିଥରିେ । ଉଦଘାକନୀ ଅଧରିବଦନକକ ଦର୍କ ତି ସାେକରା ପରିୋଳନା କରିଥବିା
ରବରଳ ଅଧରିବଦନର ପରିସମାପିରର କନରକ୍ଭର ଆବାହକ ଡଃ. ପଭକ ରାମ ତିପାପୀ ଧନେବାଦ ଅପଣ୍ କରିଥରିେ । ଡଃ. ସୀମାହ ମହାହି

ବେବସାୋ ଓ ବିପଣନ ସମକର୍ର କିଛି ଗକରକ ୍ପର୍ୂ କଥା କହବିା ସହ ରକରକ୍ାନିକ୍ ସିଫ୍ରର ରବୈରୋିକ ଜାନରକଡଦଳର ଭୂମିକା କଥା ବର୍ନା
କରିଥରିେ । ପରଫସର ଡଃ. ଧଳ ନିରହର ଦକିାୋଭର ଉନତ ଦିଗ ସମକର୍ର ଉରଲମ କରିଥରିେ । ଡଃ. ଅୋସକାହ ମହାହି ଦରିଳାରଦୋଗ

ଉଦେମରର ବିପଣନର ଗକରକ ୍ ବିରୋରର ଆରୋେନା କରିଥରିେ ।
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SRI SRI UNIVERSITY HOSTS 7TH MARKETING
CONCLAVE OF FACULTY OF MANAGEMENT
STUDIES

Cuttack(14/02/2024): Sri Sri University hosted the 7th Marketing Conclave of the
Faculty of Management Studies on the weekend of February 10, 2024.

The event delved into the theme 'Marketing in the Automated Era,' featuring
valuable insights from business leaders and experts in the field. In the inaugural
session, esteemed speakers included Prof.Dr.D.D.Swain, Dean of FMS, Sri Sri
University; Swami Satyachaitanya, Director of Operations; Prof.Anil Kumar Sharma,
Dean- Academic & Research; Dr.Deepa Vinay, Executive Registrar at SSU; and
Manish Kumar Pandey, Chief of Cyber Security of Europe and Asia Specific Region
Infosys. Pandey emphasized the evolving consumer behaviour in the digitally
savvy age and the rising popularity of companies like ChatGPT.

He discussed the role of Generative AI in identifying market segments, enhancing
marketing, and improving customer acquisition.

Highlighting the importance of values, data security, privacy, and market
demands, he stressed the need for careful consideration of cyber security in AI
usage.



Pandey also drew insights from the 'Srimad Bhagavad Geeta' to analyze the
competitiveness of products in the market. Prof.Sharma infused humour into his
speech with a Hindi song, emphasizing the ethical values essential in the
marketing profession.

Dr.Deepa Vinay shared marketing strategies of select brands, while Swami Satya
Chaitanya conveyed, "Marketing is not about selling or displaying your product;
successful marketing is when your consumers sell it through their experience."
Shruti Salunkhe hosted the inaugural session, and after its conclusion,
Dr.Prabhuram Tripathy, Assistant Professor, FMS, and the convenor of the
conclave offered the vote of thanks. Subsequent panel discussions explored
topics such as 'Marketing, Innovation, Technology & Entrepreneurship.'
Dr.Simanta Mohanty highlighted the importance of knowledge sharing,
technology, and automation in business and marketing.

Prof.Punyaslok Dhall discussed the core principles of marketing, including
revenue-driven strategies and distribution processes.

Ayaskanta Mohanty emphasized the role of marketing in entrepreneurial
endeavors, focusing on clarity, communication skills, and confidence. In the
second panel discussion, Founder & CEO of Computer LAB Santosh Kumar Sahoo,
President of Luminous Infoways Pvt Ltd Rotarian Jayashree Mohanty, Director,
Metro Group Sofia Firdous, President, Sea foods exporters Association of India
(Odisha Chapter) Dr.Kamalesh Mishra, Manging Director of Tushi Motors Pvt Ltd
Preeti Pallavi Pattnaik were the eminent speakers to address the students.

Both panel discussions have been coordinated by the Dean, Faculty of
Management Studies, Sri Sri University.

The post-lunch session featured paper presentations by students, with Binayak
Pati, Ruchika Mishra, and Ankita Samantasinghara securing the top three
positions.

The quiz competition, moderated by Bharat Bhushan Dash, showcased the group
led by Sheetu and Aniket as the winners, and Sarthak and Gulrez as the first
runners-up.

Prof.Subhash Nath, Area Chair of Marketing, delivered a valuable speech,
concluding the event as a grand success.
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ଶୟ ଶୟ ବଶିବି୍ ୍ାାାରର ବରି କନରକ୍ଭ୍
‘େିରନାରମନା-୨୦୨୪’
ଶୀ ଶୀ ବିଶବିଦୋଳୋର ପରିୋଳନା ପାପେ୍ମ ବିଭାଗ ଅହଗତ୍ ‘ସପମ ବିର କନରକ୍ଭ୍’ ଦକ୍ ବାର ସଫଳତାର ସହ ଅନକନିତୁ

ରହାଇୋଇଛି । ‘ଫିରନାରମନା-2024’ ଦୀରକ୍ ଏହି କନରକ୍ଭରର ନୂଆ ମନ, ‘ସର୍ରନବେ୍ ଫିନାା ନ’ ଉପରର ବିରଦର
ଭାବରର ଆରୋେନା ରହାଇଥେିା । ଜାତୀୋ ଏବଂ ଆହଜା୍ତୀୋ ମାନେତାପାପ ବୟାମାରନ ଏଥରିର ରୋଗରଦଇ ନିଜର
ବହକମେୂେ ଅଭିଭାରଣ ରମଥିରିେ ।

କଟକ: ଶୀ ଶୀ ବିଶବିଦୋଳୋର ପରିୋଳନା ପାପେ୍ମ ବିଭାଗ ଅହଗତ୍ ‘ସପମ ବିର କନରକ୍ଭ୍’ ଦକ୍ ବାର ସଫଳତାର ସହ ଅନକନିତୁ

ରହାଇୋଇଛି । ‘ଫିରନାରମନା-2024’ ଦୀରକ୍ ଏହି କନରକ୍ଭରର ନୂଆ ମନ, ‘ସର୍ରନବେ୍ ଫିନାା ନ’ ଉପରର ବିରଦର ଭାବରର

ଆରୋେନା ରହାଇଥେିା । ଜାତୀୋ ଏବଂ ଆହଜା୍ତୀୋ ମାନେତାପାପ ବୟାମାରନ ଏଥରିର ରୋଗରଦଇ ନିଜର ବହକମେୂେ ଅଭିଭାରଣ

ରମଥିରିେ ।

ଫାକଲି ୍ ଅଫ୍ ମୋରନଜରମଣ ୍ଡିଜର ଡିନ୍ ପରଫସର ଡ.ି ଡି. ସାଇ ଁଏଥରିର ସାଗତ ଭାରଣ ରଦଇଥବିା ରବରଳ କକଳପତି ପରଫସର ଡଃ. ବି.

ଆର୍. ଦମା୍ ପକଞି ନିମା୍ଣ ଓ ସମ୍ ଆଥକ୍ ବିକାଦରର ବିର ପଣାଳୀର ଗକରକ ୍ପର୍ୂ ଭୂମିକା କଥା ଉରଲମ କରିଥରିେ । ମକମେବୟା ତଥା

ଆଇଆଇଏମ,୍ ଇର୍ାରର ଡିନ୍ ପରଫସର ରସଡମେରଞନ ଦାଦ ନିଜ ଅନୋଇନ୍ ଅଭିଭାରଣରର ରଦୋାର ବଜାର ଅଭିବୃିି ସମକର୍ର

ଆରୋେନା କରିଥରିେ । ଶୀେକୟ ଦଦଭୂିରଣ ଦାଦ ମଧ ବିରୀୋ ବିକାଦ ଉପରର ସମେକ୍ ଧାରଣା ରଦଇଥରିେ । ଏଥରିର େଣନ ଏସବିଆଇ



ୋକ ରକ େିମିରକଡ୍ ପତିନିଧ ି ଇପସିତା ପଧାନ, ଶୀ ଶୀ ବିଶବିଦୋଳୋ ପରିୋଳନା ପାପେ୍ମ ବିଭାଗର ପାଧାପକ ଡଃ. ଆରୋକ କକମାର

ସହାୋ ଏବଂ ଶୀ ବିରନାଦ ରଗାପାଳ ମକମାଜୀ୍ ମଧ ବୟବେ ରମଥିରିେ । ଆଇବିପିଏସ ଓଡିଦା ୋପର୍ ଅଧକ ତଥା ବୋା୍ ଅଫ୍ ଇଣିଆର

ପବୂତ୍ନ ପରିୋଳକ ସକରରଦ େନ ରଡଙୀ ଏବଂ କନରକ୍ଭର ଆବାହକ ତଥା ପାଧାପକ ବିଦାେ ସକଦ୍ ମଧ ଦୀଘମି୍ଆଦି ବିରୀୋ ରୋଜନାଗକଡିକ

ସମକର୍ର ଆରୋେନା କରିଥରିେ ।

ଏସଏସୋକ ର କାମ୍କ ନିର୍ଦ୍କ ସାମୀ ସତେରେୈତନେ ଉଦୋପନୀ ଉତବରର ଅଧକତା କରି ପକରସାର ବିତରଣ କରିବା ସହ ଧନେବାଦ ଅପଣ୍

କରିଥରିେ । ବିଭିନ ବିଶବିଦୋଳୋ ଏବଂ ପରିୋଳନା ପାପେ୍ମ ବିଭାଗ ପକରକ ୨୦୦ରକ ଅଧକି ଛାତଛାତୀ ଏହି କନରକ୍ଭରର ଭାଗ

ରନଇଥରିେ ।
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